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Dear Sylvia, ; PEE is 
} ; . : , . As we shall never meet --- since I shall surely go to hell, Met and you to heaven --- I'trust the Christian name will not give offence. 
You! will be surprised*to ‘hear that I have broken the lock on the problem posed by Sam Anson's chapters 6 and 7:-- "On the instructions of his Government", and "The man who never was", 

oo. Actually the problem is not difficult provided one has plenty. of time --- and at 73 one has all the time one can wish!! -- mor ism one even financially embarrassed since Whitlam gave all those over 70 a pension free of the means test! I much doubt that the country can afford such generosity, but no government dare take it away!!! ; . 

The trouble has undbubtedly been that previous students have sought a key! But there are in fact three keys, and ne is- 
no use without the others... Indeed even if one finds two, one will still be baffled by the contradictions. Whether one stumbles on - all three is more xan a matter of luck than ability! If one sees them they are obvious; but one might search for years and er guess whete. they are hidden. One consists of a single sentfice in the 26 volumes, . and another EP ot even mentioned by the Commidsion! !! oo. 

So much for the present; =but :I will see that you are my literary executor, if I do net manage to get this into print. 
On 28fb78, I wrote to Bernard Fenstervald at 910 16th 

Street. N.W. Washington D.C. eard tenclosed a cheque for $5 and asked for a list of any literature which ‘may be available. But I. have received no reply, and foolishly I did not keep the number of the 
banker's cheque so that I cannot even see if it was cashed. | 

If you can spare the time to check ‘up with Fenstervald's office, I shall be most grateful, I am particularly anxious to view 

‘My best wishes to your self. eB 
: eFC _ | 

Chris Candler
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